
UNAPPROVED MINUTES 
 

Two-Year College English Association 
Executive Committee Meeting 
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Saturday, March 21, 2015 
9:00 a.m.–5:00 p.m. 

 
ITEM  

1. READING 
Fatheree poem, Margaret Atwood, “You Began”  
 

 

2. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION 
Cheryl Hogue Smith, Secretary 
Judy Angona, Northeast Rep 
Jeff Sommers, TETYC Editor 
Alexis Nelson, Pacific Northwest Rep 
Suzanne Labadie, Midwest Rep/TYCA Breakfast 
Sravani Banjeree, ECCTYC  
Linda Walters-Moore, TYCA Admin Liaison 
Clint Gardner, TYCA Archivist 
Stephanie Maenhardt, West Rep 
Beverly Fatherree, Southeast Rep 
Susan Slavicz, Southeast Chair 
Jeff Andelora, West Chair 
Andy Anderson, Past Chair 
Eva Payne, Chair   
 

 

3. REVIEW OF PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE (Payne)  

4. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 
Moved to approve agenda 
Fatheree/Banjeree: Carried 
 

 

5. APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES (November 2014) 
Moved to approve March 2014 minutes 
[Fix typo in minutes, page 4.] 
Angona/Maenhardt: Carried 
 

 

6. CHAIR’S REMARKS (Payne) 
From visits to the Midwest, Northeast, and Southeast Regional TYCA conferences, 
Payne has seen outstanding ideas that she will be sending to national representatives 
and chairs this spring.  
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With growing numbers of dual credit options being offered to high school students, 
finding a way to invite and include high school teachers involved with dual credit who 
live in the region or area of the regional conference would be of great professional 
development and help promote collegiality with those teachers.  
 
Linda Hammons (SE region) has a comprehensive meeting planner, as does the 
Northeast.  The NCTE website has Conference Planning Checklists that may also be 
useful that include such things as a recommended timeline and etiquette for hosting 
speakers 
 
Thanks to Labadie for her hard work that resulted in another organized, tasty, and 
successful breakfast.   

7. ACCEPTANCE OF CONSENT AGENDA REPORTS 
 
Pulled TYCA Research Committee Report and TYCA Breakfast Report to include in 
Reports for Discussion (now 8E and 8F, respectively) 
 
Moved to approve consent agenda 
Banjeree/Labadie: Carried 
 
 

 

8. REPORTS FOR DISCUSSION  

 A. CCCC Chair Update (Banks) 
 
Discussed at CCCC Business Meeting. 

 

 

 B. Executive Director’s Report (Cambridge) 
 

Barbara Cambridge, NCTE Interim Executive Director. Higher Education Act (HEA) and 
Elementary and Secondary Act (ESA) are currently up for reauthorization in 
Washington, D.C. Given the climate in the House and Senate, whether they pass 
without drastic cuts is doubtful. NCTE’s legislative platform strongly supports passage 
of these bills. Assessing student learning and universities (Scorecard project)—NCTE is 
working on presenting an alternate, more meaningful way of rating colleges and 
universities.   
 
NCTE’s assessment task force needs stories from two-year colleges to know what 
assessment is being used that works to inform teaching and learning  What strategies 
work and how do we know?  
 
HEA: money can be used for faculty development.  Negative attitude in Congress for 
spending money on faculty who many lawmakers believe should already be prepared.  
Presidential campaigns will probably interfere with this, but that will probably buy us 
time. 
 
NCTE has declining revenue for all groups in the association. NCTE is doing two things 
in this area: First, NCTE will now offer group membership (“group” to be determined) 
that will be green. Second, NCTE will build capacity for literacy learning initiative (no 

 

http://www.ncte.org/affiliates/confplanning/checklists
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acronym yet), where they can initiate kinds of activity/action both online/hybrid and 
f2f.  There will be a small fee involved with participation in this community, probably 
for a one-year “membership.”  Cambridge asks for suggestions with this second idea.   
 
Labadie: Maybe a librarian can help find scholarship since two-year college people 
don’t have the time to do something like this.   
 
Maenhardt: Build a SIG or open workshop to continue the conference to bring people 
together—regional and national.   
 
Payne: Explore the connection and alignment between K/12 and university; the new 
demands of CC will help if we are talking.   
 
Sommers: What are the implications for journals?  How this will green journals affect 
membership in TYCA since checking box for TETYC is what gives members 
membership into TYCA.   
 
A search will be made for Kent Williams, now Emeritus.  Be on the lookout for the job 
description and think of who might be a good person to apply. 
 
Contact DC office if you want to see your federal representatives or want help in 
communicating with them. 

 C. Legislative Update (Cambridge) 
 

Darren Cambridge, NCTE Policy Analyst in DC. The DC office is no longer separate 
from the larger organization. NCTE is leading a movement around literacy education, 
not just supporting English teachers, but in 2016 the focus is on taking action, which 
is very much in line with advocacy and policy in general for DC group.  NCTE is trying 
to find additional, external grant funding to further support policy-relevant research 
projects and find ways to convene multiple institutions to work together in a 
coordinated way to deal with literacy issues.   
 
NCTE is working with National Center for Literacy Education (NCLE), Learning 
Forward, Alliance, and CTQ organizations.  Federal policy work is being conducted 
through coalitions such as Advocates for Literacy and Coalition for Teaching Quality.   
 
Jenna Fournel (jfournel@ncte.org) edits the blog.  Send ideas to contribute, as 
member (versus staff) voices.  Also tell policy analysts what is going on so they can 
tell others what is going on. 
 
Payne: TYCA can help the D.C. office by providing names of constituents to write 
letters/go to offices to advocate.  Two current issues are the renewed (continued) 
development of machine grading and increasing numbers of high school students 
being mandated by state policy into dual enrollment . NCTE/CCCC guidelines for dual 
enrollment will be helpful.    
 
Sommers: Through the TETYC advocacy issue, NCTE can learn what we need.  
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 D. Tour of TYCA 2014 (Anderson and Labadie) Tycaarchive.wordpress.com 
 
Reps need to submit content for the archive.  Contact people who are presenters and 
ask for them to share their presentations. Annotate the presentation so others can 
“hear” what the ppt presentation was.  
 
Send Labadie files—file format or link to online version.  Get as soon as possible, so 
we can have all regions represented.   
 
Add to the archive the poetry the poems chosen at the beginning of the meetings.   

 

 

 E. TYCA Research Committee (Hassel/Klausman) 
 
Labadie: It is in the best interest of the organization to keep this committee intact.  
Two ideas for research this committee can take on: 
 
(1) Dual enrollment: Try to find research patterns and gaps that show outcomes of 
dual enrollment.  The outcomes that schools and legislators are reporting may not be 
the outcomes we want—are they learning?  Were the learning outcomes 
satisfactory?  What should we be looking at?  What are the funding sources for dual 
enrollment programs?  Will the funding sources dry up, and then how would this be 
funded?  What is the quality control for the standards of teachers and courses?  What 
are the newest trends?  What are the best practices?  Are there any longitudinal 
studies?  Is there any disaggregation of data that looks at economic factors?  How are 
students faring who test into dual enrollment with the lowest diagnostic and are 
making As in dual enrollment classes, but who are not yet prepared for college?  (The 
A is a weighted score, but students who earn them are not doing well in college.)  Are 
placement scores too big of a problem? 
 
(2) Is the traditional faculty job is jeopardy?    Angona  reported that some 
Connecticut schools are no longer hiring tenure track, full-time faculty and are 
instead hiring “lecturers” on year-to-year contracts who are faculty/administrators 
teaching 7/7/2 and who teach from 8:00-4:30 every day.  What are the new models 
of hiring patterns?  Are institutions changing what “fulltime” means to keep 
accreditation? Are institutions finding creative ways to make sure “fulltime” numbers 
are met? 
 
Other suggestions from the EC  
-Could review current position statements. 
- Research Committee could/should make proposals. 
 
Move that we thank the committee for their work on the “TYCA White Paper on 
Developmental Reforms.” The chair will issue a new research charge after 
consulting with the committee.  
 
Labadie/Banjeree: Carried 
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 F. TYCA Breakfast (Labadie) 
 
The size of the room was better this year.  The breakfast had 102 attendees and was 
very successful overall.   
 
Discussion about alternatives to early morning breakfast such as an extra half hour 
with cocktail hour funded by different publishers each year after TYCA TALKS.  Any 
change will take a couple of years to adjust, so we can get people to get used to the 
new format.  We can’t charge if it’s not a plated event, so we would need funding.   
 
Payne: CCCC depends TYCA for a quorum for their business meetings on Saturday 
mornings , we likely will be discouraged from eliminating the TYCA breakfast. 
 
Sommers: Bring six copies of the new edition of TETYC to give away at TYCA Talks 
and breakfast.  Put on agenda. 
 
Labadie: Make staggered Assistant Chair position, and when one goes off, then the 
other comes on and finds a new co-chair.  Labadie will stay on two more years, and 
Brian Harrell (Midwest) is interested on taking on the assistant role.   The Assistant 
Chair term will be for two years and rotate into the chair position for two years. A 
new Assistant chair will come on at that time.  

 

G. TYCA Talks 
 
Be sure to put wording about what TYCA Talks is in the program. 
 
We need to get people to connect for proposals.  A TYCA person can meet with 
people at #TYCA_____ to discuss how to do this. 
 
#TYCA____ will be a live feed. 

 
Move that we change the name “TYCA Talks” to “#TYCATakes Action”  (to change 
depending on conference title) and add the blurb, “Find your tribe, connect with 
meet people who teach in two-year colleges, find diverse and like-minded 
colleagues, discuss regional and national issues, exchange ideas, and celebrate our 
students.” 
Nelson/Fatherree: Carried 

 
Linda: For 4Cs, she needs to know no later than December the new title.  
 

 

9. ACTION ITEMS  

 A. TYCA Guidelines for the Academic Preparation of English Faculty in Two-Year 
Colleges? (Sarah Z. Johnson) 
 
Moved to Announcements 
 

 

10. NEW BUSINESS  
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 A.  Strategic planning:  review of motions, committees, matrix, 2020 Vision, NCTE 
2015 legislative platform, TYCA goals (Payne) 

 
Motions were reviewed at the November 2014 meeting; the committee matrix is up-
to-date after the new additions resulting from awards at CCCCs. No change in the 
2020 vision.  
 
The NCTE 2015 legislative platform is attached to these Minutes. The NCTE platform 
focuses on equitable literacy educational opportunities.  
 
TYCA Goals: Research goals for dual enrollment and faculty status are current topics.  
 

 

 B. TYCA Webtender: discussion on scope of position and design of National TYCA 
web presence.  

 
We are still trying to find someone.  
 

 

C. TETYC Editorial Board 
 
Sommers: There’s an editorial board for TETYC, which really serves no function.  Most 
of these people are now reviewers.   
 
Suggest that this committee look at what we want an editorial board to do.  Sounding 
board for policy change? Only use board for reviewers?  Board only goes back about 
19 years.  What do we want this Board to be? 
 
Angona: To talk once a year with editor about the journal for the next year?   
 
Sommers: Put on agenda for November so new editor can be there.  Invite new editor 
to come to EC at NCTE so that person can be in on the discussions. 
 

 

11. ANNOUNCEMENTS  

 A. TYCA EC Meeting: Saturday, November 21, 2015, Minneapolis (NCTE)  

 B. TYCA EC Meeting: Saturday, April 9, 2016, Houston (CCCC)  

C.  TYCA Guidelines for the Academic Preparation of English Faculty in Two-Year 
Colleges? (Sarah Z. Johnson) 

 
Sarah Z. Johnson chaired the CCCC committee reviewing these guidelines.  The 
guidelines are now under review.   
 
A TYCA Committee (Carolyn Calhoon Dillahunt (Chair), Sarah Z. Johnson, Howard 
Tingburg, and Christie Toth) has been charged with reviewing the CCCC guidelines, 
reviewing TYCA’s current position statement, and determining whether the TYCA 
document needs updating and whether to include information from the CCCC 
guidelines in a possible revision.  
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D. TYCA Pre-Conference Workshop:  
 
TYCA has been collaborating with Conference for Basic Writers (CWB) for the last few 
years. Do we still want to collaborate with them?  Half day collaborate with CBW and 
half day something else?  
 
Proposals due beginning of May. 
 
Ideas suggested: 

• Use Tour of TYCA presentations as ideas for this workshop.   
• New faulty,  contingent faculty (but how do we make this a workshop), invite 

Bergen to present,  
• Multiple measures placement (see awards) 
• Multi-modal. 

 
Stephanie Maenhardt (West) will chair the TYCA Workshop committee. Labadie will 
continue, Payne will appoint another member of the committee and make a formal 
charge for them.  Committee members will serve staggered three-year terms.  
  

 

  
E. TYCA Regional Conferences:  
 
Discussion on increasing participation: the following ideas surfaced:  

• Charging a group rate for regional conferences  
• Attracting local contingent / adjunct faculty 
• Inviting high school teachers who are involved with dual credit courses and 

seeking financial support from them to attend  
 

12. ADJOURNMENT 
 
Move to adjourn 
Nelson/Labadie: Carried 
 

 

 


